Abstract. Interactions between space, time, and number have become a major issue in cognitive science. Space, time, and number are three domains which are closely related to our everyday interactions with the world, how to perceive and understand them are tightly connected throughout human experience and behavior. In ancient China, the relationship between the three notions can be represented in ancient works, such as YiChing and ShiChing etc. This paper mainly does review study about space, time and number research in ancient study, and try to give the readers some prospects for this research in future.
Introduction
"Time and space study" in China has a long history, we can see the disequilibrum features of people's time-space concept from linguistic phenomena of the different ancient works, which manifests itself as follows: The emergence of space concept is earlier than that of time concept ontogenetically and historically, and the latter is based on the former. Therefore, space is valued higher than time in people's recognition.
From the form structure of Chinese character, we can find some original representation of temporal and spatial concept.According to Xushen's idea (1981, 2005) , the original meaning of Chinese character "遥 yao", "远 yuan" and "近 jin" can be known only from the forming structure of their Chinese characters.They all have the" 辶" form, so their meaning are related to the distance and spatial distance. From the view of creating Chinese character, the"辶" form in ancient Oracle's language means that people walk on the road. This is obviously a spatial image, but not much related to temporal concept, except metaphorical concept. Even the original meaning of Chinese character "速 su", "迅 xun" and "迟 chi" is related with the temporal concept, but from their forming structure , we can also find the "辶" form, which are basically related with the spatial meanings.
Neuropsychological Studies on Cognitive Interactions among Space, Time, and Number
Interactions between space, time, and number have become a major issue in cognitive science. These interactions suggest that the representation of both time and numbers might be deeply rooted in cortical networks that also benefit spatial cognition (Hubbard, Dehaene & Brannon, 2010) .As an abstract concept, time is associated with more concrete concept (e.g., space, number, etc),which has been found in everyday expressions of time in almost all languages (e.g., Haspelmath,1997; Radden, 2004) . Several scholars have recently referred to the possibility that most humans represent time flow using a spatial layout, or a "mental time line" (Di Bono Walsh (2003) posits a domain-general representation of magnitude, and argued that behavioral cross-domain interactions emerge from a shared reliance on the same neural resources. This proposal is called A Theory of Magnitude (ATOM). He proposed in "A Theory Of Magnitude" (ATOM) that commonalities between time, space, number, size, speed and other magnitudes were to be found in the parietal cortex, and argued that behavioral cross-domain interactions emerge from a shared reliance on the same neural resources. According to ATOM, number, time and other magnitude may share the same cognitive and neural mechanism Walsh, 2003) . :1831 held that ATOM has value and proposed "common processing mechanisms of time, space, number and other dimensions". And number may be more tightly connected to space than to other domains. (Pinel et al., 2004) . Stigler and Baranes (1988:300) held that "all mathematics learning is cultural, whether it occurs in or out of school." Mathematics is an assemblage of culturally constructed symbolic representations and procedures for manipulating these representations. Lu Aitao et al's (2009:117) "Contextual effects on number-time interaction" hold that time perception has long been known to be affected by numerical representations and they are interacted. His research results indicated that "effects of number magnitude on duration estimation should not be attributed to the mathematical differences between numbers but to how the numbers are perceived to differ from each other in magnitude in specific contexts when they denote concrete items." Hubbard, E. M., Piazza, M., Pinel, P., & Dehaene, S. (2005:435) also proved that there are interactions between number and space in parietal cortex, and they proposed that "these numerical-spatial interactions arise from common parietal circuits for attention to external space and internal". ), enter into formal operations that are easily captured by the standard laws of arithmetic. Thus, unlike other semantic domains such as the knowledge of animals, tools or actions, whose semantics are exceedingly hard to formalize, the domains of space, time and number offer a unique opportunity to study how, in a restricted semantic area, abstract conceptual notions are encoded and manipulated at the brain level. (Dehaene, S. 2011) Winter, et al (2015:219-220) "Of magnitudes and metaphors: cognitive interactions between space, time and number" claims that the two theories (ATOM and CMT-cognitive metaphor theory) shed light on different aspects of the complex interconnections between space, time and number. That is to say, "ATOM correctly predicts Directional and Domain Symmetries, CMT highlights the complex chains of reasoning captured by conceptual metaphors, the role that such metaphors may play in higher cognitive processing, and the resulting directionalities and asymmetries." Winter also mentioned there is still a problem ( has not been solved yet), that is"Future empirical work will need to investigate whether there is actually evidence that spatial representations mediate established interactions between number and time." That is also my starting point why I will do my topic research.
In terms of neurological processing, the neuroscientist Vincent Walsh (2003), argued that there is a magnitude system common to time and space (along with number). Assessments of time, space and number are linked by virtue of all being central to action and interaction in the world. Moreover, action involves the seamless coordination of these three domains. Our perception of events, for instance, involves processing information relating to distance, speed, size, duration, location and number. An action in response to an event involves judging how far, how fast, how big, how long and where. (Evans, 2014) Though most of their researches are about neuroscience and cognitive psychological experiments, their results and achievements are very powerful. Not only for modern people, but also for Ancient people, they have something common in their brain structure, only for the limitation of technology, the ancient people cannot know neuropsychological evidences about their brain. What is more, maybe "Cognitive Interactions among space, time, and number" really exist in the development of Yi-Ching, and play a vital role in understanding temporal, spatial and numeral concept and representation in ancient china. What is more, Yi-Ching as a cognitive symbolic artifact can be the empirical work and explain that spatial representations mediate established interactions between number and time. For example, in the Yellow River Map, the ancient people can use the different spatial positions to tell us something about the numeral notion and the temporal practice. The north is in the below, there is a white circle inside, six black circles outside(the distribution of the different circles in number can closely correspond with aspect astrology, then interact with the temporal practice); It can represent the "water" from the view of five elements, which can be related to the temporal practice-before the winter solstice, about November.
However, almost none of the Chinese Yi-Ching Scholars focus on the study about "Cognitive Interactions among space, time, and number". The language can express or present thought, we can try to apply neuropsychological ideas into the Yi-Ching study linguistically and conceptually. Number system is very special in Yi-Ching, and has close relation with the spatial position (In ancient people's mind, the certain interaction really exist like the present neuroscience and psychological evidence), which can help us explore into temporal, spatial and numeral concept and representation in ancient china. The former studies mostly focus on mental and internal representation, my focus here is mainly about linguistic representation (text analysis and language expression) and external representation (Symbolic Cognitive Artifacts, semiotics, iconic like map and squares, etc.This is what Yi-Ching belongs.)In my study, the specific linguistic corpus analysis in the two books about Yi-Ching and those artifacts interpretation of the Yellow River Map and Luoshu Square in Yi-Ching will be helpful for the past research.
On Time and Space Study in Ancient China
In china's history, about the original meaning of temporal and spatial concept there are mainly the following 12 research trends: Guan Zi's time-space theory (about BC723-645)-"Consider time and space as a unifying concept", especially for his book Zhouhe, Yuanqi theory and Five elements theory; Zi Huazi (The same time with Confucius, BC551-479 ) and Shi Zi (about BC390-330 )'s time-space theory-"The concept of Cosmos, using space to measure time, and using time to measure space", especially for Yuzhou concept; Lao Zi's time-space theory (BC571-471)-"The interpretation of Dao which includes time and space concept", especially for his Dao theory and Tao Te Ching;Mo Zi's time-space theory(BC476-390)-"Combine the cognition of time and space with the motion, enrich the content of time and space, and explain the finite and infinite of time and space ", especially for his book Mo Ching, motion theory and optical theory; Zhuang Zi's time-space theory(BC369-286)-"Time has no beginning, and space has no boundary", especially for his book Zhang Jianli (2007:68) did an in-depth Chinese and English contrastive study on Spatial-Temporal Metaphor, he held that "The two languages differ in their conceptual instantiation and usage frequency. Chinese speakers regard temporal sequence as an obvious continuum in which the past is joined to the future at the present, and they tend to adopt the static past-oriented schema to observe and express time. While English languages tend to instantiate a dynamic future-oriented schema more frequently. The different tendencies in question are related to differences in ideology culture and language mechanism." Yang Wenxing, et al's empirical study (2014:45) observed the representations of time by Chinese and English speakers. Results showed that "most Chinese speakers (around 80%) are identical to English speakers with regard to their salient horizontal bias for temporal cognition. Only around 20% of Chinese speakers who overwhelmingly rely on vertical axis to reason about time maybe discrepant from English speakers." The evidence suggested that language (spatiotemporal metaphor) may not be the critical factor that shapes people's temporal cognition. Yang Wenxing, et al(2017:148)'s results demonstrated that "Both the Chinese and English participants who tended to perceive time in terms of a horizontal axis were faster to verify a temporal target sentence after a horizontal prime than after a vertical prime. Likewise, the Chinese participants who showed salient vertical bias for temporal thinking were faster to verify a temporal target sentence after a vertical prime than after a horizontal prime."
A lot of Taiwanese scholars have contributed to examining Time and Space in Chinese Culture, but so far few of Chinese scholars focus on time and space study from the perspective of cognitive cultural linguistics, let alone from cognitive cultural semiotics, etc (interdisciplinary approaches).Chun-chieh Huang and Eric Zürcher (1995: [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , who authored the book "Cultural Notions of Time and Space in China", in this book the "Western, commonsense understanding of the notions of time and space" claims that time and space are "transcendental", that is, "a-historical, a-cultural and indifferently shared by all human beings as long as they are rationally human." All cultures and times have their own notions of time and space. In this book the authors explain the notions of time and space in China, how culturally concrete and particularly Chinese they are and how significant such Chinese "culturalness" of these notions is. Seventeen scholars of various disciplinary backgrounds have treated topics within this general perspective in a comprehensive way. Li-chen Lin (1995), Kuang-ming Wu(1995) Kuang-ming Wu (1995:17-18)'s"Spatiotemporal Interpretations of Chinese Thinking." describes Chinese thinking as "itself timed and spaced, noting how it concretely moves from the familiar here to the strange there, moving in space that takes time." Wu's essay most directly addresses Kant's ideas on time and space, but it is within the cultural framework of time and space. What is peculiar about Chinese thinking is that in China the web, the thinking, of space-time is itself space-timed and time-spaced. That is to say,Chinese thinking is historical and metaphorical; it is itself a history, spaced and timed, not about history, about space, about time. Chinese thinking is concrete through and through.
Yih-yüan Li's(1995:383-398) "Notions of Time, Space, and Harmony in Chinese Popular Culture." examines "Culture China" from the "vertical perspective," one viewing it as consisting of an "upper-level elite culture" and a "lower-level popular culture." That is to say, the cultural time and space and their concretizations are all embodied and lived among Taiwan folks. Yih-yuan Li concentrates his studies on the concrete embodiments of cultural time and space among the common people of Taiwan. We see there all cultural concretizations of cultural space-time forms that have been dealt with in the various essays collected here. In a word, notions of time and space are lived in the daily lives of common people steeped in Chinese culture.
Time and Space are both classical and modern, of enduring interest topics. Dan Xu's book （2008） "Space in Languages of China" present different points of view on the expression of space in language and related theoretical issues. In her study she showed us that "contemporary Chinese is likely a satellite-framed language, while Old Chinese was a verb-framed language". From her view, we find that "motion verbs do not fit very well into this dichotomy because some of them have kept their verbal features in the serial verb construction, in which other verbs [-motion] are grammaticalized as satellites" (This point enlightens me a lot). As for my research, I also meet the problem that the pair "往 wang-来 lai" (motion verb in pairs ) sometimes appear in Yi-Ching text, or "往" and "来" (motion verb Individual use ) sometimes appear in Yi-Ching text. On the other hand, the Chinese language expressions with spatial meaning often evolve into expressions with temporal meaning. It possesses horizontal time expressions(like front and back),as well as vertical time expressions ( like up and down)．For example, "qian" is spatial meaning, later its meaning evolve into the temporal one like "qiantian". In Dan Xu's article(2016),she attempted to show that in pre-Qin documents, expressions like "in previous eras", "in ancient times", "the first ten days", etc. were considered as vertical time expressions. In the Tang and Song dynasties, expressions like "shangwu" (above-noon) and "xiawu" (below-noon) were triggered by the word "wu "used to express an Earthly Branch, and began to spread with words like "zhongwu"(noon). Vertical words expressing the "past" actually did exist in old Chinese, but the system seems to have formed relatively late. The vertical expression system in Chinese truly matured in the Ming and Qing dynasties. However, some of these expressions which could be found in Qing Dynasty literature have been abandoned in modern Chinese. I will investigate this by conducting corpus analysis of the two books. Today many Chinese dialects retain two systems (horizontal and vertical) of time expression. For the Yi-Ching text analysis, we can also meet this aspect problem in the versions of different dynasties.
Prospect and Review about Space, Time and Number Study in China
All in all, for time and space study, linguistic data from Chinese (Modern or Ancient Chinese, Mandarin Chinese or other Dialects, even a minority language of China and Chinese Sign Language, etc) will help us a lot. From the Later Ming to Early Qing dynasties, this is a very special period in the development of Yi-Ching, which represent the transition period of critical and identifying evidences for Map and Square study (Wang Xuequn,2004) . In my study, I will take one book in Later Ming dynasty-Fang kongzhao (1590-1655)'s book "The Shi theory(ancient time theory between Ming and Qing Dynasty) in the book of changes" and the other book in Early Qing dynasty-Huwei (1633-1714)'s book "Yi Tu Mingbian" for examples to explore that period's concept and representation about space, time and number through the symbolic cognitive Artifacts. I will use these symbolic cognitive artefacts (the Yellow River Map and the Luoshu Square) in Yi-Ching as a window into the mind, and discuss them in relation to cognitive archeology. And I will give a full account of the artefacts, including a full account of the textual sources to understand how these artefacts were employed. Finally I try to claim that the artifacts can provide a window into the mind, just like language does.
In our organizing Cognitive science, we attempt to think of each of space, time and number as a separate domain, maybe because we have a discipline called Physics, which consider space and time as separate, in Physics space has 3 dimensions, time has 1 dimension, and they have variables, etc. That is to say, in Physics space and time are separate domains. And then we have another discipline called Mathematics, which is about the theory of number. However, in Ancient China, especially about the original Yi-Ching period, we do not have a discipline called Mathematics, even no discipline called Physics; Ancient people did not study space and time purposely.
In Ancient China, there is a particular cognition of space, time and number. What we find in Yi-Ching is that space, time and number are not the three separate domains, perhaps we can conceptualize each domain through the other domains, or we can consider them as a single domain. When Ancient Chinese are thinking about things in time, they are also thinking about things in space; When they are thinking about things numerically, they are also thinking about the way in which they are organizing in distribute (inseparable concepts)space and time.
As is well known, Yi-Ching is the first of the Five Confucian Classics in China and can be seen as the wellspring of both Confucianism and Taoism. To some extent, Yi-Ching can represent the main ancient Chinese traditional culture. About my PhD topic, I will take Yi-Ching as an example to explore the topic on "A cognitive study of temporal, spatial and numeral concept and representation in ancient China". There are various views on "time and space" conceptualization and representation in Ancient China. Some scholars did the research on the structure of Ancient Chinese character about spatial and temporal meaning. Chinese characters can express the meaning mainly by hieroglyphical and ideographic (external)form and structure, so only from the form and structure (composition) of Chinese character, we can find some original representation of temporal and spatial concept, even the numeral concept. (Xushen.1981 (Xushen. ,2005 ; He Jinsong, 2004; Wang Lijun 2012, etc). They hold that the three spatial relations "Separated, connected, and intersection", the three positional relations "Up and down, left and right, surround", etc really exist in the form and structure (composition) of Chinese character and can help us understand the meaning. For example, the Chinese character "国"(guo-country), the outside structure belongs to "the surrounded relation", which can represent that a country must have a fixed land, while the inside structure "王 wang" represent a leader or king. We always recognize time and space in respect of Finity and Infinity, of Time and space relating to the movement of substance, event, ego etc, which are connected with the traditional ideas in ancient China directly. Taking Yi-Ching for example, in ancient China this particular way of trying to organize space, time and number system, and these correspondences of space, time and number, are actually determined and embodied in the Symbolic Cognitive Artifacts. "Symbolic cognitive artifacts materially and semiotically mediate human cognition, and are not merely informational repositories, but co-agentively constitutive of culturally and historically emergent cognitive domains" (Sinha, 2015:1).Calendrical notions is an example of the category of symbolic cognitive artefacts.
Specifically speaking, this system of correspondence or analogy among spatial direction, temporal practice and numeral expression is one way of thinking about the universe and the place of human beings in the world, which can help us explore the relationship among Temporal, Spatial and Numeral Concept and Representation. What is more, the studies from these Ancient Artifacts, linguistically, conceptually and culturally, will reveal much in this regard, and on the other hand, will contribute to the growing body of cross-cultural studies of spatial-temporal-numeral interactions. For example, the Luoshu Square and Yellow River map (one kind of artifact in Ancient China) are certain kind of representations (Iconic or external representation by signs), of conceptualization of time, space and number in Ancient China, which are particular modes of Correspondence between Hexagram, number and square and map. In my study, I will take Two Commentary Books about Yi-Ching between Later Ming and Early Qing Dynasties for example do Research on Temporal, Spatial and Numeral Concept and Representation.
